on dance in opera. In protest, Mozart rehearses the dance without music. The Emperor Joseph II unexpectedly attends rehearsal and is greeted with the spectacle of this musicless dance. "Is it modern?" he asks, puzzled. [As Janice Ross reminded me, it is "modern": the creative tension between historical and contemporary practices in Shonibare's Un ballo are equally evident in Twyla Tharp's choreography of the dance and opera scenes in Amadeus.] The scene continues; dancers celebrate Figaro's wedding to the accompaniment of thudding, shuffling feet. "Well, look at them!" the emperor declares, his exasperation rendered with great comic effect by actor Jeffrey Jones. "No, no," he concludes, "this is nonsense, " and on an imperial command, the music is restored.
In Amadeus the missing music is the wedding march. Textual traces of the genesis and first performances of the opera, however, reveal a different history, or histories. The problem number in Figaro wasn't the march but the dance that closely follows it. A rediscovered manuscript copy of the score used in Vienna bears witness to missing pages that would have contained a fandango, in which the courtly dancing of the wedding guests would form a backdrop to Count Almaviva's own attempt to choreograph an encounter with Susanna. The missing pages-the gap where dance would have been-offer, in their absence, a sign of an agon between opera and dance. In his memoirs Lorenzo Da Ponte fueled the idea of a conspiracy against Mozart, suggesting that the inclusion of a dance in Figaro-something that shouldn't have happened in an imperial theater-offered the composer's rivals a convenient opportunity to draw attention to the infringement and to sabotage Figaro. Da Ponte recalled having the corresponding pages of his libretto ripped out in front of him by theater director Count Orsini-Rosenberg, who declared that "the Emperor won't have ballet in his theatres." 1 There is no evidence that this exclusion of dance amounted to an actual ban (nor does Da Ponte claim as much); rather, the trouble with the fandango appears to have stemmed from the more practical problem that the court theaters had employed no permanent ballet company in over a decade. Less agon, perhaps, than thrift. 2 The fandango would soon be restored, but even its subsequent appearance in the published score would not bring a neat end to this narrative of gaps and absences. One of the unexpected stage directions to be found in the autograph score is the command flourishes mask? Dance is invoked, yes, but as a kind of remainder or cipher-a notational equivalent to Shonibare's silence, perhaps? Or as Schneider puts it, opera is "not quite there but . . . present by virtue of displacement, present as absented."
The fandango, wrote John Hawkins in his General History of the Science and Practice of Music (1776), "is danced by a man and a woman, and consists in a variety of the most indecent gesticulations that can be conceived." 4 English traveler Joseph
Townsend had this to say about the fandango in 1787: "As danced by the vulgar, it is most disgusting: as refined in higher life, covered with a most elegant yet transparent veil, it ceases to disgust." 5 Class hierarchies, then: refinement as a pose. The fandango, and certainly Mozart's "refined" fandango, stages class identity and class disguise like a masquerade in which the mask is the choreographed performance of aristocratic ritual and convention; the scene is, if you like, a masked ball in disguise. But the very year in which Townsend was writing, 1787, saw the first staging of an opera that would feature an undisguised masked ball, one with much to say about class. In Don Giovanni the masked ball hosted by the eponymous antihero famously layers three distinct dances, each marking out its own class association: stately minuet, rustic contredanse, and exuberant Deutscher Tanz (here labeled, in Viennese dialect, Teitsch, as though to emphasize its popular credentials). The juxtaposition at once reinforces class stratification and subverts it: the dances sonically blend, collide, obscure; the social borders they demarcate become porous, like the collisions, misalignments, and mismatches that recur in Shonibare's work. Coursing through this confusion is the masked dance of desire, the erotics of play, and ultimately, when Don Giovanni manipulates the choreographed ritual to impose himself on Zerlina, the shadow of sexual violence.
To describe the masked ball in Don Giovanni in these terms, though, is to risk flattening and simplifying it. For what I have described is an imagined scene invoked by libretto and score; it is a notated cue awaiting the eyes and hands of director, of designer, of performers. This is theater, in other words, and this imagined masked ball has itself donned countless masks in and as performance. Consider, as an illustration, one particular theatrical history: Don Giovanni in Paris:
1805, the first Parisian staging: In a heavily adapted version, the three aristocratic masked conspirators (Donna Elvira, Donna Anna, Don Ottavio) are replaced by three gendarmes on a mission to arrest Don Giovanni for his crimes (the two soprano lines become tenor lines, the tenor a bass, the libretto completely rewritten). 6 What to say of the ritualized layering of class in socially distinct dance forms (to say nothing of the scene's erotics) when the three protagonists who initiate the courtly minuet-the three aristocrats who form the top layer of that hierarchy and can dance opposite Don Giovanni as equals-become policemen?
2006, the most recent staging at the Opéra: Director Michael Haneke extracts almost every trace of dance from the scene, staging it as a boring and awkward contemporary office party dominated by sitting and standing around. 7 As Mozart's layered eighteenth-century dances resonate in the background, like some sterile accompaniment to a corporate reception, Don Giovanni finds his new privilege as a CEO.
Separating those two Don Giovannis are two hundred years of directorial and musical invention and intervention, not to mention the infinite theatrical and musical inflections brought to bear by performers. Ever the same, ever different, the singer "digging, loop-like," as Schneider puts it, "among the ruins that are, paradoxically, live." To interpret these iterations as diversions or displacements of some fixed, prior text-something I implied above when I claimed that the masked ball itself donned a mask-is to suggest that they are mere particulars in the universal and metaphysical truth of the sovereign work, that they are deviations or aberrations in an otherwise comprehensible and enduring idea and history. But what if we accept that, like the contorted weave of appropriations and attributions in Shonibare's (seemingly Indonesian, seemingly African) Dutch wax fabric, there is no originary source, no trajectory through the past like some journey from now to then, then to now, across eras? What if we accept the double logic of the masquerade Schneider stresses, namely, that the mask doesn't merely conceal and displace but is also, simultaneously, insistently present in its own right, "the thing itself-the face one faces"? What if we accept that this doubleness undermines the either/or certainties of the here/there, the now/then, the present/absent, the masked/ unmasked? In this sense opera is a masked ball: masked in that it is never stably "itself," a ball (ballo) in its looped motion, backward and forward in time and space.
Once more back to Figaro, completing my own loop: Mozart borrowed his fandango from one of Don Giovanni's cousins, the eponymous antihero of Gluck's ballet Don Juan (1761). But Gluck's version itself appears to cite an earlier iteration of the dance. In an appendix to his General History, Hawkins illustrates his remarks about the fandango with a musical example. Though in a different meter, the tune Hawkins cites is, to all intents and purposes, the same one that would return via Don Juan's downfall to Figaro's wedding. For all its agonistic friction with its sometime partner, opera, like Figaro, dances. 
